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3D PRINTED EAR SAVERS
Technical Architect David Collins
3D prints ear savers to help NHS
staff and key workers.

“More and more
people needed
them so I kept
printing them out”

David Collins, Technical Architect
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These ear savers, pictured below,
help the wearer to pin the face

The tool is printed out using a

mask around the points, thus
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“Although it’s not a frontline
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medical device, these ear savers

minutes to print 7 ear savers.
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The process involves finding

and generally more comfortable
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for doctors, nurses and other
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printer what to do. In the process
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David continued: “It started when
a friend of mine got in touch and
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materials such as corn and starch.

mentioned that they were running
low on these ear savers. He knew
I had a 3D printer and asked if
I could help. It was something

taking

roughly
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of making these, David has tried a
few different publically available
designs; the first was sturdy but
took a long time to print, so David
opted for a more flexible, time
efficient design.

I could easily do, so I began

Once completed, the ear savers

printing them out, and more and

are vacuum packed and sent out

more people needed them so I

in envelopes, as demonstrated

kept printing them out”.

below. These can then be sent out
at the start or end of the workday
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to be delivered to the recipient
as soon as possible. David is not
doing this for any commercial
gain.

